
 

High Capacity Wheel Mobile Crusher Plant For Sale

MITNIK WHEEL MOBILE STONE CRUSHER BY CHINA
MANIFACTURER 

MITNIK Mobile crushing plant is high-efficiency and modular equipment. Mobile crusher machine,
also called mobile crusher plant, mobile stone crusher, mobile crushing plant or mobile stone
crusher.This mobile crusher is an integrated machine of vibrating feeder, stone crusher, vibrating
screen and other auxiliary equipments.So mobile crusher is a mobile stone crushing plant in fact. The
mobility of mobile crusher can overcome the limited by the crushing place, and reduces high material
transportation cost meanwhile.

It can work by single machine, as well as combination of several machines to be a plant. It is widely
used in road and bridge construction, urban construction, building garbage disposal, mining,
metallurgical, energy and other departments for crushing plant operations.

Mobile Crushing Plant

【Type】:Wheel Mobile Crusher
【Capacity】:30-250 T/h
【Processible Materials】:Concrete waste, iron ore, copper ore, gold ore, manganese ore, gravel,
granite, river stone, basalt, limestone, dolomite, quartz, coal, etc.
【Application】:Iron ore, copper ore, gold ore, manganese ore, limestone, granite, basalt, andesite,
quartz, silica, gypsum, volcanic rock, marble, river stone, gravel, coal etc
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Mobile Crusher Machine Features:

1. Flexible convenient and versatile; It can save a lot of infrastructure and removal cost;
2. Reasonable compact space layout greatly reduces the the occupied space of the equipment in the
field;
3. Crushing materials in working site immediately and moving with the mining surface of raw
materials greatly reduce the material transportation cost;
4. The equipment chassis is high and the turning radius is small make it easy to travel on ordinary
road and the rugged road;
5. It can use external power supply as well as high reliability diesel generator;
6. The technology for crushing and screening equipment is mature structure is compact and
performance is stable.
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Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1782
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